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HALACHIC AND HASHKAFIC ISSUES IN

CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY
13 - ORGAN DONATION
OU ISRAEL CENTER - SUMMER 2016

A] THE CURRENT PROBLEM IN ISRAEL
• 30-40% of people in Western countries carry donor cards. In 2006 only around 4% of Israeli’s carried cards! This has now risen to
around 14%. Why is there such a disparity between Israel and other countries?
• Israel has a chronic shortage of donated organs and was in fact expelled from the European Union Organ Donor Network for failing to
donate organs, making the problem worse.
• New Israeli law on Organ Donation came into force in 2008, defining brain-respiratory death as the relevant determiner of death for
organ donations and providing for various benefits to living organ donors. The the law also criminalizes organ trafficking.

B] ETHICAL ISSUES
• When is the moment of death - is this a medical/legal/religious decision?
• Who should decide when death has occurred - doctors, rabbis?
• Who should chose whether to donate organs - the donor (donor cards)? the family? doctors?
• Should the law default to permit donation unless the donor specifies otherwise or vice versa?
• Should donors be able to determine who receive organs - do we prioritize or deprioritize certain groups?
• Should organs be sold?
• Moral utilitarianism as a determinant of legal definition?
• Animal organ donation?

C] HALACHIC ISSUES
• Time of death in Jewish law; harvesting organs before death is murder.
• Disrespectful treatment of a human corpse.
• Obligation to bury the dead.
• Is there a mitzvah to give organs after death?
• Is there a mitzvah to give organs while alive (eg one kidney).
Other points to consider:• Does Jewish law require a person to be buried whole?
• Could organ donation have any impact on the Jewish concept of resurrection?
• Does carrying a donor card invoke some kind of ‘evil eye’ or is this just superstition?
• Would a Jew be allowed to accept a donor organ from an animal?
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D] POTENTIAL HALACHIC ISSUES ASSOCIATED WITH REMOVING ORGANS
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1.

df-cf:tf ohrcs

There is a mitzvah in the Torah not to leave out the body of a hanged criminal overnight but rather to bury the corpse.
Chazal learn from here an issur of nivul hamet - treating the body disrespectfully

vuv ceb ;hhx ouenc tna aujhbu 'vhkuubhb htvs vnab sucht ouan tnh, hfu `kuubhn te tv 'vhk ibhescs tnh, hfu

2.
:th ihkuj

The Gemara is discussing a murder trial. The suggestion is to perform an autopsy on the victim to establish if the victim had
a fatal disease (independent of the murder wound) and thereby prevent the execution of the murderer. In the end the Gemara
concludes that such an autopsy may be pointless and therefore cannot be done, but it is clear that nivul hamet would be set
aside for a real pikuach nefesh

tuv vkmv htsu oas ,"fu durvv kuubk r,un vhv jmurv khmvks hrv ///// (:th) ihkujs thduxn vhtr u,kgn sucf thcv sug
kf vjus apb juehp epx ods sugu vphry tmnh tna tuv epx fwd oa 'lf hwg ,rjt ogp ohtpurv utprha tuv epx itfu
ka usucfk tuv vz kuuhb fwt drvbv ,ehsc hkc jmurv drvh tk okugka ibhrnt hts sugu ///// /,k,n .uj vru,ca ihruxht
hbt kct /apb ,kmvu juehp vz ohrue o,ta ofhrcs hpk h,c,f vkt kf ,t /kuuhb ouan uc iht usucfk tuva vn kfu jmrbv
zwf obntu //// vrunjv ,ca vjus epx ukhpta /// kupkpv kf ofk vnk fwt ,uapb ,kmv epx ukhpt treh vz ot tkv vn,
/// kd ,khpb ut vkuj iudf ubhbpk ,uapb ,bfx epx ahc

3.

hr inhx s"uh - tbhb, vrusvn vsuvhc gsub ,"ua

The Nodeh Beyehudah (R. Yechezkel Landau 1713 - 1793) makes it clear that we would set aside the issur of nivul hamet for
pikuach nefesh - indeed such a purpose would not be a nivul to the met but a kavod for the met! However, it has to be a real
case of pikuach nefesh lefaneinu - in front of us. That would exclude using a body for medical research (even though that
may save lives in the future). Would this also exclude harvesting an organ for a transplant operation that has only a very
slight chance of success?

vn vpurg vkdgn oa oa ibhpkhu ohrn oa rce,u ch,fs - l"a) /vtbvc ohruxt uhfhrf, 'ktrah ihc ohcfuf scug ihc ',n
(vtbvc ohruxt uhfhrf, kfu ,n ;t vtbvc vruxt vpury vkdg

4.

oa lau t ;hgx yna inhx vgs vruh lurg ijkua

There is an issur to derive any benefit from a dead body, Jewish or non-Jewish. Again, this issur would be waived in the
event of pikuach nefesh.
There is also a mitzvah to bury the dead as soon as possible. This includes even parts of the body (i.e. organs) present at the time of death.
Again, this will be overridden in the event of pikuach nefesh. Furthermore, in the case of transplant the organ will eventually be buried

okak ,gs kg tkt ubjeh tka lhrm 'uapb khmvk hsf urhcj ,t kuzdk lhrmu ,un ,bfxc tuv ukhpt

5.

s ;hgx yba inhx ypan iauj lurg ijkua

The Shulchan Aruch rules that stealing, even to save life, is only permitted on the understanding that one will pay back the
theft. Thus many poskim hold that taking organs without the permission of the donor is assur, even to save life. The donor
can however give permission during his life (see Shu’t Binyan Tzion 170)
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E] TIME OF DEATH IN HALACHA

Time of death in Judish thought is absolutely clear - it is the moment of separation of the body and the neshama. The problem in halacha is
defining that moment.
In secular terms, time of death is not a medical definition, but rather a legal and ethical one. The body goes through various processes of
gradual death and decay - somatic death, brain death, molecular death. The law must decide at what point the doctor has no further
obligation to try to revive the patient and thus the patient can be pronounced dead in law, with all the consequences of that decision (e.g.
inheritance, murder). There are a number of main possibilities for a legal definition of death:(i) brain-stem death - cessation of spontaneous respiration
(ii) Cessation of heart beat
(iii) Full body death - approx 3 days after breathing stops. This is far later than most legal definitions of death.
(iv) Death of the cerebral cortex - loss of consciousness but independent breathing and pulse. Almost all legal systems define such a
patient as alive, but in a coma or PVS (persistent vegetative state)
(v) ‘Clinical Death’ - which is temporary and reversible.
The main halachic debate is between (i) and (ii).
There are 3 major life-support systems in the body (i) Brain (ii) Respiratory - breathing (iii) Cardiac/Circulatory - heart. Before modern
times, only breathing and heartbeat were detectable and thus defined death in common law. From the late ‘60s to the present, the
definition of death has moved to include reference to brain activity, which can now be scanned. The halachic question is whether death is
defined by reference to brain-death/cessation of spontaneous respiration whilst cardiac activity still continues.

E1] WHAT IS BRAIN DEATH?

There are different states of brain inactivity. Some of the current secular recommended legal definitions of death are:
“Irreversible cessation of circulatory or respiratory function OR irreversible cessation of all function of the entire brain including the
brain-stem” ; or “Irreversible loss of the capacity for consciousness, combined with irreversible loss of the capacity to breath”
In either case, brain-stem death would satisfy these criteria. This will mean than a patient can be declared dead, even though they still
have independent cardiac activity. This brings the moment of legal death much earlier than it was previously. Some have suggested that
the following issues have given an impetus to this move:(i) organs can be successfully harvested from a brain dead patient only where they remain fully oxygenated. It is practically impossible to
harvest them from a patient who has unquestionably ceased to have any cardiac activity.
(ii) triage and economic pressures on hospitals beds dictate against keeping alive, at enormous expense, people who are brain dead when
the resources could be used to save other patients.
(iii) People see the switching-off of a brain dead patient as a merciful act, not murder, and are motivated by genuine kindness in seeking to
help the family avoid further trauma1.
The brain-stem is responsible for basic reflex actions such as pupil and gag reflex and spontaneous respiration. The upper brain is
responsible for higher consciousness. Loss of activity in the upper brain alone is NOT regarded as death, but rather a deep coma/PVS2.
Once the brain-stem is deprived of oxygen for around 4 minutes, its death is irreversible and the body can no longer breath on its own.
brain-stem death usually comes about as a result of extra-cranial damage or intra-cranial swelling which can prevent blood reaching the
brain once the cranial pressure exceeds blood pressure. Whilst brain-stem death must result in the irreversible failure of spontaneous
respiration, it does not cause the heart to stop. Cardiac activity can continue after brain-stem death for days. According to some studies,
even after brain-stem death there may still be activity in other areas of the brain.
1. Haktav Vehakaballa on Breishit 9:5 specifically learns from the passuk that this is also assur.
2. See www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-20268044 for a case recorded in Nov 2012 of a PVS patient previously thought to be ‘unconscious’ but found to be able to communicate through brain
scans
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E2] THE SUGYA IN YOMA
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6.

cf:z ,hatrc

The people killed in the Flood are described as ‘all those who had the soul-breath of life in their nostrils’. Does this mean
that life is to be defined by respiration?

'vynk vkgnn kct 'vkgnk vynn ,eukjn :tpp cr rnt /// /uck sg :ohrnut ahu 'unyuj sg ?esuc tuv ifhv sg :ibcr ub,
uhptc ohhj jur ,nab rat kf ch,fs 'lhrm ubht cua - unyuj sg vhk escs iuhf

7.
/vp tnuh

The Mishna discusses the case of a collapsed building on Shabbat. One is allowed (and indeed required) to break Shabbat to
clear away the rubble in the hope of finding survivors. When a body is found, the Gemara asks how much of the body are we
allowed to clear to establish if it is alive? There are two opinions:- (i) up to the nose i.e. to see if there is breathing; and (ii)
up to the heart i.e. to see if there is heartbeat. The Gemara concludes that the machloket is only if the body is uncovered
from the legs up. Do we stop at the heart if there is no heartbeat and conclude that the person is dead, or do we go further,
even if we find no heart beat, and check for breathing?

uruchy sg rnt vbruju unyuj sg rnt sj - ihrunt ihr, ?ifht sg /oaka ktrah khcac uhkg ihjepn ',kupn uc vkpbu ////

8.

v"vq c ruy vn ;s j erp tnuh ,fxn hnkaurh sunk,

This debate is also brought in the Talmud Yerushalmi but with one major difference. There, the two opinions are (i) up to the
nose (to detect breathing) and (ii) up to the navel (perhaps meaning to detect breathing through the rising of the diaphragm).
If so, no mention is made of heartbeat at all!

(unyuj sg rnt rnu urucy sg rnt rns - htb, lbvs ,eukjn - i"r) unyuj sg twhu urucy sg ?esuc tuv ifhv sg ibcr ub,

9.

/v ;s tnuh ;"hr

The wording brought in the Rif and the Ran is that of the Yerushalmi! This is also the wording brought in the Rosh

10.

[The heart is the] root of all faculties and gives the faculties of nutrition, life, apprehension, and movement to
several other members. ..... [It is the] movement in the heart and arteries which takes the form of alternate
expansion and contraction, whereby the breath becomes subjected to the influence of the air inspired.
Avicenna (11C) - Canon of Medicine

It should be noted that, until the 17th Century, medical opinion was that the heart was actually an organ for breathing! Only
later was it understood as a separate circulatory system. This could indicate that there is no clear Talmudic basis for a
definition of death other than respiration
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,n htsu zt ',uhj unyujc uahdrv tk ot `unyuj sg ohesucu ihjepn 'vga hpk tkt ,uhjk kufh ubhta '.murn uvutmn whpt
vkj, uhkdrc ugdp tba tk vkj, uatrc ugdp tba tk

11.

s ;hgx yfa inhx ohhj jrut lurg ijkua

The Shulchan Aruch rules like the first opinion - that we always check the nostrils for breathing even if there is no heartbeat.
On the basis of the above analysis, some authorities (such as R. Moshe Tendler) have concluded that heart activity is not halachically
relevant to define time of death.

unyujc rfhbu 'uckc rfhb ,uhj ihts ihbnhzs unyuj sg :rnt rnu 'oa ,epus u,naba ',uhj uc ah ot 'ihjcvk ah uckc :rnt rns ///

12.

:ibhxrd hfv v s /vp tnuh h"ar

However, others (such as Rabbi J. David Bleich) point out that Rashi’s position seems otherwiswe. Rashi explains that the
opinion favoring breathing as the evidence of life does not consider heartbeat to be irrelevant. Rather, heartbeat is
sometimes difficult to detect through the chest, especially if faint, and, as such, is unreliable. However, in situations when we
can ascertain cardiac activity, this is also evidence of life3

?,ntv ,gsk jepn tuv ifhv sg 'uhrcht zhzn ubhta ,nk vnus ot - esuc tuv ifhv sg

13.

/vp tnuh h"ar

Furthermore, Rashi makes it clear that the tests applied in Yoma 85a are only when there is no other sign of life. Are we to
apply the criterion of breathing alone when we know that there is a clear heartbeat?

vnhabv thv ufrumku ubnna ckc ,uhj ahaf tkt vnhab ihta sutn rurc rcsu ///

14.

zg inhx hcm ofj ,"ua

The Chacham Tzvi (1660 - 1718) makes it clear that breathing and cardiac activity are part of the same test

uhptc tfht ohtur ubta ohhj jurv tkt 'oyujc tfhk htsu vza ohhjv jur omg kg tk uhptc ohhj jur ,nabs trev ,buufu
vrh,x oua cua tfhku ////rucyc rfhb tku ckv ,ehpsc od rfhb tka rjt odu 'vgub,v hrct ohkusdv ohrctc vtrb tka ;t
ohfucb vrun rpxc o"cnrvnu ohrctv kfk jfvu ,uhjv i,ub tuv ckva m"fjv thcna rvuzvn

15.

uwne whx cwj swuh van ,urdt

Rav Moshe Feinstein was not prepared to interpret the emphasis of the Gemara in Yoma upon breathing as a proof that life
is defined by respiration, but, like Rashi, just that breathing is often the most identifiable test in such circumstances
Thus the sugya in Yoma is NOT conclusive in either direction. It does not directly address the modern-day scenario of heartbeat without
respiration. According to Rashi’s understanding it is cannot easily be used as a support for brain death as the relevant criterion. According
to the Rif and Rosh there is potentially more support from this sugya for brain death as halachic death.

,n tuva vausev ubh,ru, hrcs tkt ubk iht vnhabv kyc f"jt otu vehps oua uc ihtu onus ictf kyuna rjta kf kct

16.

jka inhx (s"uh) c ekj rpux o,j ,"ua

The Chatam Sofer (R. Moshe Sofer - 1762 - 1839) clearly states that failure of respiration is only relevant as a sign of death
after it has been established that there is no heartbeat. He gives a three stage test: (i) cessation of movement; (ii) cessation
of heartbeat; (iii) cessation of breathing.
Professor Rabbi Abraham Steinberg4 takes the view that, in fact, the relevance of heartbeat, according to the Chatam Sofer, is NOT as an
independent test but rather as a way of establishing that cessation of respiration is IRREVERSIBLE.
3. (see Shu’t Chacham Tzvi no. 77)
4. Israel Prize laureate, Chairman of the Ethics and Supervision Committee of the Israeli Association for Pediatric Neurology, head of the Medical Ethics Unit, Shaare Zedek Medical Center,
Jerusalem.
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In the case of decapitation (see below) this is obvious. In a standard death it may not be, thus the need to wait for the heartbeat to stop. In
the case of brain-stem death medical opinion is firmly that cessation of respiration IS irreversible. As such, according to Rabbi Steinberg
(and other opinions - see below), this should be the halachic definition of death, irrespective of continuing heartbeat.

E3] THE MISHNA IN OHALOT

hp kg ;t ovhatr uz,uv /oapb tm,a sg ihtnyn ibht vhju vnvc ifu /// xxud whptu /// uapb tm,a sg tnyn ubht ost
,xfrpn thva vtyk ka cbz iudf ihtny ohxfrpna

17.

u vban t erp ,ukvt ,fxn vban

The Mishna states that decapitation is clear evidence of death. Even if the body is twitching, such movement is not evidence
of life, but merely involuntary movement caused by spinal cord activity

18.

Based on the position of Rav Moshe Feinstein cited above, Rabbi M. Tendler, one of the authors of the present
essay, has introduced the concept of physiologic decapitation as an acceptable definition of death in Judaism even if
cardiac function has not ceased. The thesis is: that absent heartbeat or pulse was not considered a significant factor
in ascertaining death in any early religious source. Furthermore, the scientific fact that cellular death does not occur
at the same time as the death of the human being is well recognized in the earliest biblical sources. The twitching of
a lizard‘s amputated tail or the death throes of a decapitated man were never considered residual life but simply
manifestations of cellular life that continued after death of the entire organism has occurred. In the situation of the
decapitated state death can be defined or determined by the decapitated state itself as recognized in the Talmud
and the Code of Laws. Complete destruction of the brain, which includes loss of all integrative, regulatory, and other
functions of the brain, can be considered physiological decapitation and thus a determinant per se of death of the
person.
Dr Fred Rosner, Journal of Halacha and Contemporary Society, No. XVII, Spring 1989, pages 14-31.

F] IS BRAIN DEATH ACCEPTABLE AS A HALACHIC DEFINITION OF DEATH

This is a dispute between contemporary poskim. In each case one will need to understand how the poskim learn the relevant sugyot (some
of which are mentioned above) in coming to their conclusions.
The main arguments for and against are:FOR:

1. Halacha defines death as cessation of respiration. This is equivalent to brain-stem death.
2. Halacha defines decapitation as definite death. Brain-stem death is equivalent to decapitation.
3. Some poskim, particularly R. Moshe Feinstein, as quoted and understood by certain commentators, seem to support
brain-stem death as a definition.
However, note that the positions of R’ Shlomo Zalman Auerbach and R’ Moshe Feinstein5 are often quoted as being
supportive of brain-stem death as a definition of halachic death. In fact, their halachic stance is much more complex
than is often presented. There are oral accounts which differ from the written record. In the case of Rav Moshe there is
also a controversial letter published after his death which seems to support brian death, in contrast to his previous
position. A great deal of ink has been split as to the authenticity and reliability of this letter.
4. The Israeli Rabbanut certainly supports the definition. Many senior poskim in the Religious Zionist world and beyond
have endorsed brain-stem death as the relevant criterion. This include Rav Shaul Yisraeli, Rav Mordechai Eliyahu, Rav
Zalman Nechemia Goldberg, Rav Avraham Shapira, Rabbi Dr Abraham Steinberg.
See the Halachic Organ Donor Society (H.O.D.S.)6 website for much more information on the arguments for and a list of
those Rabbis who are in favour:- www.hods.org

5. A detailed analysis of Rav Moshe’s and R’ Shlomo Zalman’s approaches, together with those of many other senior poskim, can be found at
http://www.rabbis.org/pdfs/Halachi_%20Issues_the_Determination.pdf
6. However note that HODS is clearly driven by an agenda (positively motived!) to increase organ donation and its presentation of the sources does reflect that,
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1. Halacha also requires cessation of cardiac activity. Brain dead patients have independent cardiac activity.
2. Anatomical decapitation is not the same as physiological decapitation - by analogy, an animal with a missing organ
may be a treifa, whereas with a nonfunctional organ it is not.
3. Many senior poskim of the last generation in Israel opposed brain-stem death as halachicallyn definitive. These
included Rav Eliezer Waldenburg, Rav Yitchak Weiss, Rav Eliashiv and Rav Wosner. Many poskim of the Centrist
Orthodox community - including Rav Mordechai Willig, Rav J David Bleich, Rav Herschel Schachter and Rav Aharon
Lichtenstein z’l oppose it (either as certainly murder, or at least a serious safek). Rav Moshe himself is not clearly in
favor. In fact he makes other statements indicating that removing organs is murder. (The pro-camp suggest he was
taking about PVS not brain-stem death).
4. Some poskim regard a patient being artificially respirated as halachically ‘breathing’
Other major concerns of those ‘against’ include:5. How reliable are the tests to establish brain-stem death.
6. How trustworthy are the hospitals (in E.Y. or chu’l) to abide by the guidelines in the face of pressure to supply organs?
The RCA has a 110 page analysis7 of the medical and halachic issues. Its overall approach is against brain-stem death

G] POST-MORTEM ORGAN TRANSPLANTATION

Organ transplantation following full and natural cessation of cardiac function is certainly permitted and recommended. Currently this is
rarely technically possible (other than for corneas and kidneys) but the technology is developing fast. Note that this is NOT the same as
‘DCD’ - Donation After Cardiac Death - which is much more problematic as the heart is made to stop (in situations where it could be
restarted) and then organs are removed. A patient who is ‘clinically dead’ but could be revived is almost certainly NOT halachically dead
(ie CPR is not ‘techiat hametim’!)

H] IS IT HALACHICALLY PERMISSIBLE FOR A PERSON TO ACCEPT ORGANS WHEN THEY WILL NOT
DONATE

Yes, for a number of reasons:1. Even if the removal of an organ was definitely murder, the recipient will not be guilty of murder or even causing murder.
2. In any event there are many authorities who hold that it is permitted to define brain-stem death as halachic death - it is surely
permissible to rely on them in a situation of pikuach nefesh.
BUT the fact that Jews accept organs but do not donate may result in a situation whereby Jewish people are treated with lower priority in
organ transplants. Israel was expelled from the European Union Organ Donor Network because, year after year, they accepted organs but
didn’t donate organs. If this is the case, our refusal to give may result in Jews dying due to lack of organs. Compare chillul Shabbat which is
muttar in some cases because of ‘eiva’ - the possibility of antagonizing the non-Jews so much that Jews will eventually suffer
I] LIVE DONATION

Live donation of organs is certainly permitted and is a mitzvah, provided that there is not an excessive8 level of health risk to the donor.
Where there is some level of of danger (eg kidneys) there may be a mitzvah, but no obligation. If the level of danger is very small (eg bone
marrow and blood) there is a full obligation to donate.

7. http://www.rabbis.org/pdfs/Halachi_%20Issues_the_Determination.pdf
8. Not easily or objectively defined
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ISRAELI LAW - 2008

• Intended to balance the needs of medical ethics and the demands of Jewish law

• Supported by the Israel Medical Association (IMA) and the Israeli Chief Rabbinate
• Adopts brain-stem death as the legal and halachic definition of death
• Lower-brain death and the halt of breathing can be determined only by a pair of doctors who have received authorization from a steering
committee appointed by the ministry director-general. The steering committee will be comprised of three physicians recommended by the
IMA; three rabbis recommended by the Chief Rabbinate, at least one of whom must be a physician as well; an expert in ethics; an expert in
philosophy; and a legal expert recommended by the president of the Supreme Court (one of the last three must be a doctor, while another
must be a member of a recognized religion who is not Jewish).
• Steering committee members are be appointed for a five-year term and be eligible for an additional term. The committee will decide on
ways to train doctors in a short course and approving them for determining the moment of lower-brain death. The training course for the
doctors will include the aspects of medicine, law, halacha and ethics relevant to the subject.
• When an approved doctor sets the moment of death - after which the patient can be disconnected from life support devices and organs
may be removed for transplant - he must inform the family of the patient's lower-brain-death status. The family are entitled to receive all
documentation and to consult with a clergyman before deciding whether to give organs. If accepting lower-brain death is regarded as
forbidden by the patient according to information from the family, the ventilator will not be disconnected - until the patient's heart stops
beating.
• Dealing in organ sales is illegal, whether carried out in Israel or abroad.
• It is hoped by the government that this will increase the number of potential organ donors to at least 20%.
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